New tenure policy returned for review, not approval

By BRIAN KINCAID
of the Argonaut staff

The tenure policy, which was approved last winter, has been reviewed for tenure and dismissal. It was sent to the faculty for review and is not for approval according to President Ernest Hartung.

"The faculty is welcome to comment, but I am not sure how much any recommendation will be considered," Hartung said. Faculty Council Chairman Ernest Ables quoted a board member Ed Benoit, a Twin Falls lawyer, as saying the board would accept minor changes but would not accept any extensive ones.

The board's proposal eliminates section 4170 of the University Handbook. This provision for peer review in tenure and dismissal cases as well as giving students an avenue for inquiry.

Under the new policy, peer review is eliminated and students have no avenue of input. Tenure decisions are completely left up to the discretion of the Board. Academic vice-president Robert Conroad said the president will now be in position to recommend charges, for grounds of dismissal but not to prefer them. "The Board prefers charges," Conroad said.

Hartung said the proposal does not eliminate peer review before the President's recommendation. "Mr. Benoit's statement that the proposal eliminates peer review refers only to the document," Hartung said. Hartung felt that the lack of any specific mention of internal actions in the document was significant. "Peer judgement is retained in the process of academic review. We must decide how best we can maintain the integrity of our tenure system," Hartung said.

The University had a list of continuous employment until the second half of the '60s. A system of tenure was instituted after President Hartung took office in 1965. Hartung said the Board is under terrific pressure to exercise its authority.

Another reason Hartung gave for the document was the ISU-Lyman case in which the Board lost. The Board has saved the state legislature for $100,000 to cover legal fees in the lost case. To prevent any more losses of this nature the tenure policies of the state institutions had to be revised according to Hartung. The proposal states that the Board has complete authority to grant tenure or dismiss.

Alan Rose, foreign languages department, presented a petition to the council suggesting that the faculty seriously investigate the possibility of collective bargaining. Rose said the Board's policy leaves many loopholes. "The proposal is absolutely unacceptable," Rose said.

He said collective bargaining is sweeping the nation and is a viable solution to the "abominations" of the policy. Rose was referring to the clause in the proposal which says no reason need be given for the dismissal of a non-tenured faculty member.

Barbara Meldrum, English department, said if the faculty wished to challenge the policy in the courts the faculty could probably get funds from the American Association of University Professors (AAUP). She said, "We need to go on record with specific objections." Meldrum is president of the local chapter of the AAUP.

Doug Grant, Law, said the faculty would be wasting time to attack the issue legally. Meldrum was appointed as committee chairman to draft objections from the entire faculty. All objections and suggestions are to be turned into the Faculty Secretary by noon today.

Not only the faculty students are drafting suggestions for the policy. Faculty Council student representatives have drawn up a proposal to institute an avenue of student input on the tenure and dismissal policy.

The Board's policy and all suggestions will be presented at a special general faculty meeting next Wednesday at 3:10 p.m. in the agricultural science auditorium.

Forestry students protest Newby firing

By BILL LEWIS
of the Argonaut staff

College of Forestry students expressed dissatisfaction with college officials over the recent firing of Dr. Floyd Newby and called for better administration of the Wildland Recreation Department at a meeting with the colleges associate dean for academics, Wednesday.

Newby is the director of the Wildlife Research Center and the academic chairman of the Wildlife Recreation Department. At a meeting requested by the students, Associate Dean Ernest Ables, the students complained that they had not been consulted before Newby's firing.

It was announced last week that Newby would not be rehired and that John Ehrenreich, dean of the College of Forestry, would take over as director of the research center. The students also expressed concern over the administration of the Wildlife Recreation Department by college officials. The department has lost six of seven faculty members in three years.

Ables told the students he would have to consult with the president's office to find out why Newby was dismissed. An official of the college's student council read a memo at the meeting describing Newby's firing as a "severe blow" to the research center and to the college. The memo was sent to Ehrenreich by the students.

Coordinator of Research Ronald Stark told the students that President Ernest Hartung was head of Newby's firing and that Hartung would be willing to talk to students about the action. The students also asked Ables about the possibility of meeting with Ehrenreich about the matter. Ables said Ehrenreich, who was out of town during the meeting, would be willing to meet with them.

Ables said the large turnover in the Recreation Department was the cause of many problems. Because of turnover in the three years of the department's existence, "goals and direction" of the department have never been set down.

The chief reason for the high turnover in the department, according to Ables is financial. Most faculty members who have left, he said, have gone on to better paying jobs.

Student Rick Wilford said many students in the department were worried about the "bad reputation" the department was gaining because of the large turnover of students.

A student told Ables that graduates of the college were responsible for the bad name the department was acquiring.

The bad reputation the recreation program has, the students said, reflects on the entire College of Forestry.

According to graduate student Bob Brown, blame for the falling of the department lies with the dean. "The dean hasn't set objectives or given people time to develop the program," Brown said.

Students complained that needed classes in the recreation program weren't being offered. They cited the absence of a scheduled class in recreational planning that was planned for this semester, but is not being offered.

The Wildlife Research Center is presently receiving about twice as much money from the University as it did three years ago, Stark said. The increase in funds, he said, serves as an indication of the University's commitment to wildlife research.

The appointment of Ehrenreich as director of the center is only temporary, and is an indication that the center will be restructured, Stark said.
Parents Contribute Less

Students need more aid next year

By CAROLYN HARADA of the Argonaut Staff

"There will be a two billion dollar gap between student aid needed and the aid available for the 1975-76 academic year," predicted the National Forum of the College Board in Washington, D.C. "Harry E. Davey, U of I director of student financial aids, said that the gap should not lead students and parents to abandon higher educational goals.

"While this dire prediction has its roots in economic fact, the fiscal processes which produced it warrant a closer look before surrendering to educational despair," he said.

Davey said that the U of I will not have any fewer funds; in fact, the U of I may possibly obtain an increase of 10 per cent over last year in federal and matching funds. However, the need to improve the college higher because of the College Scholarship Service (CSS) new small aid system.

The U of I has used the CSS for several years. Each institution uses the CSS Grant for each student as a base point for establishing the amount of need, both for federal and judgment as necessary to tailor a unique aid package for the particular student's need.

The CSS bases their analysis on complex studies of family economics, the national situation, and specific institutional costs, continued Davey. Between the 1974-75 analysis year and the 1975-76 year major changes were made in the assumptions used in the CSS analysis program. (See chart).

Davey added, that the expectation of increased need has been reduced by more than 40 per cent. Based on this reduction, student need is theoretically risen. To meet this need is beyond the realm of reason at any institution, he said. "This artificial shortage is created by the tables," he added.

The proposed institutional response to the expected shortfall of financial aid funds will involve the calculation of family contributions. These contributions will be 10 per cent higher in 1975-76 than in 1974-75.

This will be based on the 1974 income asset level of the family. If enrollment does not change radically, this approach should yield a more equitable treatment to all needy applicants and utilize all available funds, Davey said.

Davey clarified the reasoning behind the 10 per cent reduction saying that the U of I will not have the extra money the tables are calling for, so the financial aid office has to have an equitable system to help all needy students. The 10 percent is the figure estimated for the inflation rate.

Davey predicted that in 1976, about 1,250 students would be affected by the CSS. About 1,100 of these students would be getting help mainly from scholarships. Neediest students in most institutions depend heavily on federal funds to help pay their bills, he said.

These funds are delivered through Basic Educational Opportunity Grants, Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants, National Direct Student Loans, Federal Guaranteed Student Loans plus numerous other programs focused on limited groups pursuing certain special education goals.

In addition, federal funds reach unique groups through the Bureau of Indian Affairs, The Migrant Opportunity Program, Social Security, Vocational Rehabilitation, G.I. Bill, and other veteran's programs, ROTC Scholarships, and subsistence as well as other social welfare programs which make a less direct contribution to student financial strength.

Davey describes college work study as a double value. For each dollar placed on this program, a dollar of value goes to the student in payment of labor and the other dollar goes to the University in payment of labor performed. Davey went on to say that if the University did not have this program, it would have to hire outside help and pay outside people of the University budget. However, this program is funded by the government.

Davey forsees no radical change in the amount of aid available for 1976-77. He noted that the three years ago there was no need analysis form for loans. So the Financial Aids Office processed $5,500 worth of loans, however two years ago the form was slapped on and the number processed dropped to less than half. He also pointed out that the office was audited by the federal government.

Particular attention will be paid to the student who claims financial independence. Federal regulation is very strict in this regard and Is based upon parents contribution to the student, residence in the family, and the tax deduction status of the student — all over a three year period, added Davey.

With the prospect of serious deficiencies of aid funds, U of I will also establish priorities based on the necessity, rather than the desire, of the student to give parental support. The parents' ability to contribute will have to be weighed against their desire to aid the student. Essentially, student financial aid must be awarded first to those who have no other sources.

Davey explained that all of the direct aid programs are designed to help the "needy" student. A national measure of equity in the definition of "needy" is vital if equal opportunity is to be available to students in all states and institutions. The HEW Department requires that institutions participating in federal student aid programs elect one of several nationally recognized need analysis methods and use it consistently as a basis for their individual aid decisions on each applicant.

Suggestions for students who anticipate that they will need financial aid for next year include:

(A) Line up summer jobs early and choose the job that will result in maximum savings.

(B) Do not use summer earnings for purchase of capital item such as cars, stereo.

(C) If single, live on-campus next year unless one can prove on paper that one can save money by living off-campus.

(D) Lower the standard of living with regard to entertainment, local transportation, vacation costs.

(E) Apply for aid now. Application forms are due April 7. Check in the financial aids office for more information.

(F) Apply for Basic Educational Opportunity Grant, if eligible.

More than anything, Davey believes that this generation was brought up on a "relative affluence" and that over the evolutionary period, values have speeded up. He used the analogy of the college student yesteryear who may have looked forward to a bicycle as the student of today desires a car to describe the change that has taken place.

Parents are expected to contribute less to a student's education, according to College Scholarship Service figures. This puts the University in a bind, because it cannot make up the difference, according to Harry Davey, director of student financial aids.

Parents who desire further information are encouraged to contact the Educational Opportunity Office, 147 Union Building, for a copy of the catalogue of the Educational Opportunity Program and the Financial Aid Program.

The Air Force ROTC pays $100 a month to every man and woman in the last two years of the ROTC program, if you are concerned about your future (and could use the money) ask Mr. Dick Baldus.

Contact Professor of Aerospace Studies, Air Force Officer Education Program, at the University of Idaho.

The Associated Students of the University of Idaho are located in the Student Union Building, 820 Doherty Avenue, Moscow, Idaho. Phone (208) 882-8228.
Fee proposal placed on ballot

"Should the $18 per semester athletic admissions fee be made optional?" This question will be put to students when they vote in the ASUI General elections, because the question might help avoid a "sudden loss of fees," according to one senator. The question, even if passed, would have no direct force, but could indirectly result in lowering or abolishing the fee, if the Committee for Student Rights is successful in eliminating other fees.

The bill was passed by ASUI President Dirk Kemphorne. He said the senate should talk to Dr. Green, who heads the athletic department, and others in the administration before passing such a bill. Senator Bart Baranco said the question "should be made very clear." He said he felt the referendum could do grave damage to the athletic department, and suggested the question read, "Should the athletic department be maintained at the U of I?"

Senator Mark Beaty said this argument would not stand up. "The University of Washington's athletic department receives no student fees, and their department certainly doesn't suffer." Other senators felt the question should be put before the students, so the ASUI could receive "input."

Senator Grant Burgoyne said the issue is of enough importance that regardless of what the decision, "We must ask the student voice on this." He later conceded, however, that the referendum, if unfavorable to the department, could effectively put the athletic department on probation.

Senator Bill Fay then proposed an amendment adding to the original bill, "even if such fees might threaten the exist-ence of certain athletic program." The amendment was opposed by senators who said it was biased and assumed damage to the department when it does not necessarily exist. His proposed amendment was struck down.

The question will appear on the ASUI General Election ballot below the question of the new ASUI Constitution.

In other action, the Senate established the plastic ID card as a student's only official identification, and only means of voting.

Senator Gregg Lutman, Rules and Regulations Committee chairman, said he talked to Glenn Davis of Administration Accounting about proper identification.

Davis reportedly said all students had the opportunity at registration to pick up ID cards and said that after January 27, the administration no longer accepted fee receipts as identification.

The senate also tabled action on a bill granting $1700 to the Rodeo Club to stage a rodeo in Northern Idaho. The Finance Committee held the bill pending scrutiny of the ASUI budget.

In an interview with the Argonaut, Tony Latham, chairman of the ASUI Student Government, commented on the proposal. he said the Senate has the power to put the issue on the ballot, and he feels the students should be made aware of the issue. The Senate has the power to put the issue on the ballot, and he feels the students should be made aware of the issue.

Hayes expects no deficit

The ASU has a new budget director, Tom Hayes, filling in the unexpired term of George Inverso. About the budget he said recently, "We will not be in the hole at the end of the year."

"Many of our projects already completed, for instance fall and Christmas functions, ended up with lower expenses than we thought. Other areas, such as the Argonaut and Entertainment Committee, are making more money than they were budgeted to make.

Hayes added they will probably end up in the black even though they are also spending more than they were budgeted.

"Election committee," he added, "will need money to run the election, so any other large expenditures should be avoided."

The Senate passed a resolution submitted by Mark Lotspeich, favoring an in-aural dance following the General Elections. The resolution gave the purpose of the dance as promoting "student awareness of the existence of student body government."

George Peters announces vice president candidacy

In an interview with the Argonaut, George Peters formally opened his campaign for the vice presidency of the ASUI.

Peters stated, "The main philosophy behind my candidacy is that because of the current economic state of the University, students have to take more of the fiscal and managerial responsibilities in order to allow the ASUI to continue."

He went on to say that "the University can save money if they allow qualified students to participate in the planning and financial aspects of its day to day business."

Peters is a veteran from Coeur d'Alene, Idaho and is currently majoring in Architecture and Interior Design. He feels that he is more than qualified to do the office and also that his views will benefit the student in a positive way.

Peters felt that a priority item in relieving some of the problems within the Student Union is to encourage the rental of space to outside businesses. He feels that the revenue generated from such a venture would help immeasurably in eliminating the athletic ticket fee. Peters stated that "The $18 fee assessed the students to pay for the admission to all University athletic events should be 10% optional." Peters also felt that the ASUI has not helped off-campus students as much as it should. He said "the ASUI has the obligation to the off-campus student to see to it that they get all the help they need."

If elected, Peters plans to get the City of Moscow to enforce its' building code and to set up an efficient department to aid the off-campus student in housing and landlord-tenant relations.

The Senate has the power to put the issue on the ballot, and he feels the students should be made aware of the issue.
Let's talk about duplication in Idaho

As inflationary pressures continue to squeeze higher education, serious consideration needs to be given to sacrificing so-called "auxiliary services" in order to adequately support our basic educational programs. Just last week, the University of Washington decided to eliminate all its minor sports because of high costs. That's sad, because minor sports provide the greatest amount of participation for the true student-athletes, the non-scholarship kind.

A situation like the U of W could be averted, however, if the board of education for Idaho's athletic offering on a statewide basis—and eliminate needless duplication.

Conceivably, an athletic program can be at least partially justified on the grounds that it prepares gifted athletes for careers in professional sports. Pro sports, except for baseball, rely heavily on collegiate "farm teams" for raw material.

But do the half-dozen or so football players from the state of Idaho drafted into the pros each year justify three full-fledged college football programs? Obvious no. The solution is to let Idaho's four institutions specialize in athletics, just as they do to a certain extent in academic areas. Here are some ideas:

—Lewis-Clark State is the state-runner to have the state's football curriculum. Its large population base, large stadium (currently under expansion) and established reputation in small-college football justify BSU's retention of football.

—Idaho State should have the state's only intercollegiate basketball team. The minidome, which has been the site of several NCAA regional tournaments, is the drawing card for the Pocatello school.
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Flocks of turkeys... But nobody is giving thanks

By the Zodiac Lady

Editor's note: With ASUI elections just around the corner, it's appropriate to present a comment on the present ASUI officers and senators before they leave office. So back by popular demand, is the Zodiac Lady. We had hoped that we could present another Horoscope but it just wasn't in the stars this year.

In a desperate effort to raise funds for the proposed dome roof for the ASUI Golf Course, President Dirk Kempthorne announced today in one of the few news-worthy announcements of his term that the ASUI Senate will sponsor a turkey raffle.

If sufficient funds are raised by this raffle, there will be no need for another $10 fee increase next semester, as previously proposed. Therefore, there would be only one fee increase, which will be the $5 increase for running the library. Plans include tinted glass and shag carpeting on the study cubicles in an effort to make it more cozy.

The proposal for the raffle was hotly debated by the senate, with much of the controversy being over which seniors would be raffled. Finally, Vice President Rick Smith, showing keen near-sightedness in the problem, simultaneously got the proposal off the table and himself onto it, by stating, "Gobble, gobble." Following is a list of the wonderful turkeys being raffled. Each one is guaranteed to be easy to roast. And who knows? If everyone in your living group buys a ticket, your dinner hall may finally receive that long-awaited visit from your representative senator.

Greg Casey: Have you ever seen a performing turkey? Such a deal! This ex-chaplain turkey will not only be your main course, but he will say grace for you before the meal begins. However, he rather likes to hear himself talk, so it he tends to be wor- dy, pitifully cut.

Mary Morris: Definitely one of the finest turkeys on the senate, she is especially noted for her fowl-mouth. She thinks everything would be better off loaded—even maybe rifles at a turkey shoot. This one comes already well-smoked.

Mark Lotspeich: Speich Mark lots? Nein. Poor turkey—he fell prey to the clutches of Mad Ms. Morris, who promised that if he would show all the other senators how far out it is to be mellow, she would see that he would be reincarnated as Norman Mailer. When Mark ran for office and said that he was "ready to serve," he meant that literally. No cooking necessary—he's already almost burnt. Savoring suggestion: cold turkey.

Mark Lutman: What the world has been waiting for—a sincere turkey. This poor fellow hasn't been able to report to his living groups too often, because when he opens his mouth, his stuffing flies out. And guess what he is stuffed with. That good, old barnyard dressing, straight from the boat. And don't turn that faucet on—water will not work. He is a gobbler.

Steve Trevino: Although no one was sure if Steve was at the meeting or not, it was generally decided that if he was spiced-up a little he made a bit more colorful—oh, like put in a plain brown wrapper, or something—he could probably be passed off as a turkey meat by-product. His goal in life is to turkey out; miss three committee meetings in a row.

Bart Baranco: This senator felt obligated to decline the responsibility of actually taking part in the raffle, due to the fact that his mind is too occupied with his own Turkish delight. However, since he has already raffled off so successfully his own responsibilities as a senator, his name will appear on the tickets as an honorary turkey.

Steve Asher: This senator is sometimes confused with Steve Trevino, since the most noticeable thing about him at senate meetings is that he is not noticeable. However, it was decided that everyone has the right to be a turkey regardless of the lack of race, creed, or color. Besides, just because he never says anything stupid doesn't mean that he is not thinking something stupid. Perhaps those still waters don't run at all.

Mark Beatty: This senator is perhaps the most qualified to be given the title of turkey. Anyone who works hard, takes the senate seriously, and is not ashamed of being one at age, is truly a turkey at heart.

Grant Burgoine: "How tell me again, what should I say?" Really, I'm trying....I'll say anything if I'll get me votes...Please give me another chance! I think I've got it this time: QUACK, QUACK!!...Oh, I wish Carl was here...he would swear I'm a turkey...please, give me one more try...I'm supposed to be the next financial vice president—it was revealed to me in a dream...yes, as a matter of fact, it was a burning bush that spoke...Here, how about this: AFAR, AFAR.

George Hicks: Voiced Ms. Congeniality of the raffle, this turkey's personality is due mainly to his ability to get along with other turkeys. He is also very agreeable about money; he would rather vote "yes" on any bill for any amount than ruffle his tail feathers about it. The phrase "Hicks and his Hot Locks" refers to how this turkey keeps his hair in place.

Emily Hansen: A great one for talking turkey, this senator really lays it on the line. She just loves Andrus and Church, "but I'm not a democrat." No one is sure what her favorite is, but it should be poli-sci—she is known as the woman who has the "face that launched a thousand balls.

Bill Fay: This one would like to turkey trot right through another year with the ASUI. He had the time. Like fellow turkey Burgoyne, anyone who doesn't mind sticking around for another year just to prove that and continuity in student government deserves to be served as a luncheon, special in the SUB Dipper.

John Rupe: What is he daydreaming about during those senate meetings when his face looks so blank? Turkish baths, perhaps—or maybe he has discovered how to keep his turkey in a dome for a year. Besides, he's one of the main reasons we still have a SUB Dipper.

Last but not least, Turkey-Dirk and Richard Smith. These two know why it is so important to have a roof over the golf course: you never know when the sky might fall.

Rick may have been Greek man of the year, but deep in his gizzard, he has always been a Turk. As for Dirk, this turkey who looks like someone's older brother, is the antithesis of charm and sophistication. His charm, pizza, and wit are equally strong to that of Gerald Ford. Dirk can claim the honor of coming the closest to ASUI President to date to be a total nonentity.

The commons building is resurrected during summer vacation

You owe yourself a full-time president who will stand with you,

WARNICK
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Curl up in front of a crackly fire with a Sheepskin Rug from Peck's Shoe Clinic and Sheep Shop

Freshly Roasted COFFEE Beans
ground or whole 9 different roasts

SOMETHING DIFFERENT
415 S. Main, Moscow
SACRED HARP CONSIDERED PRICELESS TO PROFESSOR

By JULIA BETZ

-- The Library of Congress would like to buy the "Sacred Harp." But the owner, a University of Idaho music professor, won't sell it.

The object in question is a hymn book published in 1850 and most likely one of the few original editions still in existence. The book, handed down through her family, was eventually given to Mary DuPree in 1964 by an aunt in Georgia.

"She gave me the book because of my interest in music," DuPree said. "I then took it to Washington, D.C., to do some research. When the library people saw the 'Sacred Harp,' they got really excited and wanted it for their collection. But I didn't want to sell then and I don't want to sell now."

The music, from the 19th Century rural south, is sung in an ornamental fashion. "But it's music that's fun to sing" DuPree insists.

The "Sacred Harp" is the best known of a collection of approximately 12 books, non-denominational in content. DuPree explained that the songs are called "folk hymnody" because they are religious in nature but composed in the style of traditional folk songs. Only sacred songs rather than secular ones were used.

"To a certain extent, she continued, it sounds like Renaissance music."

An unusual aspect about the music is the shape of the notes. They aren't formed in the traditional style. Instead, there are four shapes, each representing a note on the scale: a square for "fa," a circle for "so," a triangle for "la" and a diamond for "mi."

The shapes were devised by Andrew Law in the 1800's for people with little or no formal musical training. "This made it easier for reading music," DuPree said.

Much of the musical style, however, came from England and Ireland with the colonists who settled in Massachusetts. Because of their isolation from the changes occurring in music in Europe, the music in books like the "Sacred Harp" never was updated. Eventually, the music travelled with settlers southward along the Appalachian Trail to Georgia and other southern areas.

"Though the musical style is out of date," DuPree noted, "it still consciously retained by isolated groups in the south—not out of ignorance but out of pride in tradition."

No paper

The Argonaut will not publish next Friday because of the Washington's Birthday holiday on Monday. Regular publication will resume with the Friday, Nov. 21 issue.

Some of the songs are rousing gospel and some are sad and slow, the young music teacher commented. But they all contain a genuine Appalachian style, DuPree muses. "There usually is some difficulty for trained singers with this music because of the added ornaments and the folkish voice quality used," DuPree said. Trills, slides between notes and changes in pitch are all part of the singing style.

The Public Employment Program (PEP) is still accepting applications for curriculum-oriented work.

Director of PEP Rod Showalter, who is currently based in the Student Financial Aid Office, said, "The PEP program was established on Nov. 5 to give students who qualify an opportunity to work within the University on a part-time basis."

Showalter said in order to qualify, "You must be a full time student and employed for at least 12 days prior to PEP placement." The state employment office in Moscow certifies a student's employment for the required length of time. The program is virtually open to everyone, regardless of majors. The PEP program was originally set up to employ a minimum of 40 per cent veterans. Because of a lack of participation on the part of the veteran, the PEP program at Idaho recently received a waiver on the veteran requirements and is now able to place more students in part-time jobs. Ten hours is the maximum number of hours allowed a week.

Students interested in applying should see Rod Showalter at the Student Financial Aid Office, UCC 226.

PHOTO WINNERS ANNOUNCED

The winners for the School of Communication's photography contest have been announced. Del Lusk of Lewiston took first prize in the adjustable camera category while first prize in the non-adjustable category was a tie between Mary Ann Baracco of Caldwell and Patty Haines, Lewiston. Lusk won with a high contrast view of a man on a city street. The Baracco photo was an angled view of a tree and the Haines shot was an urban alley scene.

Second and third in the adjustable camera category went to Gene Lombardo and Richard Naskali respectively, both are 1975 graduates of Lewiston High School.

"Polyphonic means that every line and voice has equal importance in the songs," she explained.

Commenting on her background, DuPree said her family was very musical. "My grandmother learned piano from a pupil of Franz Liszt in Berlin. And my mother, sister and brother are all pianists while my father is a very good singer."

CURRICULUM-ORIENTED JOBS AVAILABLE

WASHINGTON BIRTHDAY SALE

One rack Denim vested suits $59.90 each
All woolen sport coats 1/3 off
One group outerwear 1/2 off
One group casual slacks $5.90 each
One group dress shirts $4.90 each or 3/$13.90
Neckwear $1.94 each
All ski sweaters $15.90 each

CREIGHTONS
for men since 1930
217 South Main - Moscow - 882-2424
Bank Americard
Master Charge
Student Charge
Outdoor Program: opportunity to meet the rugged outdoors

By JEFF TRACEY of the Argonaut staff

Last Thanksgiving the Outdoor Program got a group of common adventurers together and took a trip to Mt. Hood in Oregon. Most of the group stayed around the base camp at the foot of the mountain, but a few of the more independent adventurers managed to set up camps closer to the peak. Some climbed, some went cross country skiing, some hiked over the ridge and did some downhill skiing, and some just walked around in the snow. Everyone did what they wanted to do until it was time to meet for the hike out.

Jim Rennie of the Outdoor Program said that what the program likes to accomplish on its trips is merely a means to meet the figures. The rental equipment, the shared cost of transportation, the information, and the lack of a "guided tour" type atmosphere all contribute to the success of the Outdoor Program especially in the winter months. The quickest way to see the outdoors is to do it on your own," Rennie said, "not many people want to be guided around. They want to do their own thing.

"As far as we care you can come along on one of the trips and spend the night sleeping under a tarp, if that's what you want to do. The last thing we want is for the programs to restrict anyone's freedom," Rennie said.

When asked if any problems such as accidents occurred because of the independent attitude the program encourages, Rennie replied that contrary to what one might think accidents of any kind are far and few between. He said that on the trips everyone recognizes a "necessary cooperation" is mandatory in the wilderness.

Using the Mt. Hood expedition as an example Rennie said that two people climbed higher up on the summit than the rest of the group so they could spend their time climbing. Another group checked in on the couple and found that they were not in their camp. Night was falling fast so the group got safely back to the base camp and informed the others that the couple was still out on the summit somewhere during the evening. The next day one of the organizers of the trip hiked up and found the pair relaxing safely at their camp.

Rennie figures that "those people will get on out that mountain whether we get them there or not. What we try to do is provide the right equipment and some instruction in outdoor survival, if they want it, so that if anything does happen to go wrong they will have some idea of how to cope with the problem."

Rennie stressed the fact that the outdoor program is just a program and not a club. "There are no members," he said. "75 per cent of the people that participate in our outdoor activities are the people with an occasional free weekend that see a trip that利息了 them and decide to go along." Rennie estimates that about 20 per cent of the people just drop by once to rent some equipment or try out a new sport to broaden their recreational skills. The other 5 per cent Rennie says are the regulars and they spend most of their time instructing.

Rennie sees the outdoor program as a "self perpetuating cycle. The people that have backgrounds in certain activities or have been through the outdoor instruction programs come back and help instruct the newcomers. The newcomers in turn, if they become regulars, help instruct other newcomers. The lessons are free and include instruction in everything from kayaking to mountain climbing.

The equipment for all of these activities is rented for reasonable prices at the Outdoor Program office in the SUB. Rennie said that the ASU subsidizes the rentals operation and it works out quite well. He said that the demand for skiis during the winter months is phenomenal and that he can expect about 35 people waiting for the program to open. Many mornings waiting to rent some equipment.

Bill March, former deputy director of the Scottish National Outdoor Training Center, is pictured here demonstrating his specialty of ice climbing. He is also the author of a book on the subject of Modern Snow and Ice Techniques.
Winter War made skiing a must

By KEVIN KELLHER of the Argonaut staff

The past few years cross country skiing has become a popular winter sport in the United States. It has been a way of life over much of Europe, Scandinavia, and much of Europe and Eurasia.

The history of these flat land and mountain ski tours is fascinating. It started with few people discovering that snow was an efficient mode of transportation. Later it was initiated as a winter sport and became part of the Olympic Game. Cross country skiing is the mother of popular downhill, or alpine skiing.

The most fascinating story in the annals of the sport is the Finnish Soviet Winter War of 1939-40. The massive Soviet Red massed several divisions on the Finnish border and demanded that Finland give up some of her border lands. The Finns told Stalin to drop dead. They weren't about to give up anything.

The Finns under the command of Field Marshall Von Mannerheim, scattered concentrations of ski troops along the border and awaited the invasion of the Red Army. The swift and mobile Finns cut the Soviets to pieces with their hit and run tactics on cross country ski.

The Soviets withdrew, brought in a division of Siberian soldiers and invaded once more. The Finns fought gallantly but the massive number of Soviet soldiers was too much for them to handle. They lost about 20,000 kilometers of their border lands to the Soviets.

Outdoor program plans exhibition

In order to combine the fields of outdoranship and photography, the Outdoor Program Office will hold an outdoor photo exhibition during its "Outdoor Adventure Week." If you would like to have your photo displayed, bring it to the Outdoor Program Office in the SUB basement before February 24. The display will be exhibited from February 24 through March 3 in the SUB.

Photos can be in color or black and white, but must be mounted or matted, and must have the photographer's name along with the location of the photograph written on a separate piece of paper.

The subject matter can be anything involving outdoor pursuits. All student and faculty members are invited to take part in this display exhibition, whether they are professionals or amateurs.

For further information, contact the Outdoor Program Office at 885-6464.

Cross country skiing has become popular in the United States for several reasons. People discovered that it was a lot of fun and great exercise. (X-C skiing is the best sport to practice if you want to avoid a heart attack) It is cheaper than alpine skiing, which seems to be on the way of pricing itself right out of the recreational market.

Most importantly, cross country skiing offers a natural extension to summer. If you love to back pack in the summer, in all probability you'll enjoy heading into the back country on tour skis. The wilderness is available to you year around.

Another plus is the equipment. It's relatively inexpensive when compared to Alpine gear. Skis are about fifty bucks and poles about ten. If you have a pair of hiking boots you've got your foot gear.

If you want an outfit like those flashy alpine skiers, you can pickup a pair of second hand wool trousers at the Lewiston Goodwill store. Wool repels moisture much better than cotton blue jeans.

Skiing history?
The way it should have been

By MARSHALL HALL of the Argonaut staff

One year ago I took a weekend off to go skiing with some friends, or so I thought that's what they were. Arriving at Schwetzer, somewhere near Sandpoint, Idaho, my friends had convinced me that skiing was easy, even for a beginner such as myself. For this reason they steered me on my short lived skiing career with a ride up their favorite chair lift.

According to my best recollections, the snow which covered my body after the accident, couldn't have been more than three feet deep. But mangled under what I believed to be a huge avalanche, I began pondering the reason for skiing, but more importantly the history behind this insane sport.

Maybe this isn't the real history behind the sport skiing, but this is the way it should have been. The atmosphere was right, and my imagination ran wild lying in its frozen confines.

The history of skiing dates back many years ago in the little country of Mountianovia, where happenings ran rampant in colorful overalls that were cut off at the knees, and they wore long woolen socks to make up for the lack of material.

One such peasant, Hans Brinker Olin, was out tending his mountain sheep somewhere in the mountains for which Mountianovia is famous. As I said, he was tending his sheep when he suddenly slipped down the side of the mountain on what proved to be a log. This log was made of wood.

Not yet realizing his lucky discovery, Hans cursed the damn log as it teetered on the edge of a cliff. However, he managed to dive to a rocky crag which was just within his reach, before the log fell 187.3 feet to the icy pits below.

After recovering from this terrifying ordeal, and burying one of his mountain sheep which happened to be crushed under the rampaging log, Hans began thinking about how fast he could make it down the hill. He compared the time it took him to walk down the mountain, with that of the log. It seemed clear to him that he had to find some way to control the log the next time he rode it down.

Many people who tour ski have never alpine skied and thus they attach their prejudices to the downhill sport. Some alpine skiers have similar prejudices toward touring.

However, if you are an alpine skier by all means give touring a try. You'll continue to ski alpine, but touring will give you an added dimension to your winter sport activity.

Skiing history?
The way it should have been

Over the following weeks Hans worked at improving his idea of sliding down hill, until he found that he had more control over smaller logs. Unfortunately for Hansen, during the week of testing his idea he had managed to crush the living poor-poor out of all his sheep, so there was no turning back.

Finally the day came when Hans could control his small wooden logs (about the size of 10 foot x 2 x 4), and he decided to reveal his discovery to his homeland, Mountianovia.

Hans found that coating the logs with lard made his descent from the mountain much swifter. On this particular day however, the lard also decreased his control over the boards strapped to his feet.

Many of Hans' friends and neighbors were on hand to witness the new invention, but that day soon proved to be a tragic one. As Hans slid down the mountain his skies zigged when they should have zagged and he went over the cliff he had ironically escaped from before.

This unfortunate turn of events didn't halt the practice of sliding down mountains on logs, in fact it has become a popular winter sport. The name of that sport was taken from the last words of our peasant friend Hans Brinker Olin, "Ya Skeeeeee!" In English the words mean skiing, but I think something was lost in the Mountianovia translation.

49° NORTH presents

SPECIAL U of I SKI WEEKEND

Lift Tickets ONLY $3.00

Saturday and/or Sunday Jan. 22 & 23
open to all students, faculty, and staff
members upon presentation of identification.

Don't Eat Yellow Snow!

NORTH-SOUTH SKI BOWL

thurs., fri., sat., sun.,
Silver Jubilee Days at Silverhorn are giving skiers at the Kellogg ski area a chance to win a silver bar each Sunday for the next two months.

"We're taking the silver out of Silverhorn and giving it to our skiers," explained Bill LeFever, area manager. The promotion began Jan. 26 and three bars have already been given away.

All skiers who purchase lift tickets (with the exception of single ride tickets) on the day of the drawing will be eligible to win a silver bar. Registration cards will be available with the lift tickets and the drawing will be made from those cards, LeFever said.

By the end of the promotion, 14 silver bars—ranging from 5 to 10 ounces each—will be given away. A new drawing will be held each Sunday throughout the end of the season and the total will be about 100 ounces of silver to be awarded.

The price of silver was quoted at $4.89 an ounce Wednesday so the bars are worth from $30 to $40.

Silver Jubilee Days are in honor of the Coeur d'Alene mining district, which lies at the foot of Silverhorn and produces about one-half of the nation's "tinned silver," LeFever said.

"In addition," he explained, "the name of our area means 'mountain of silver,' so it's only fitting that we reward our skiers with a piece of our hill."

Wayne Wong, one of the nation's top freestyle skiers, will appear at Silverhorn March 16, during the U of I's spring vacation, LeFever said.

Another special event will be University Days, scheduled for March 25-30. Lift tickets will be available at the half-day-rate of $4.50 to all students presenting a valid college or university ID card.

Outdoor week approaches

A summary of our program for OUTDOOR ADVENTURE WEEK includes three very interesting and exciting speakers coming to speak in the area of their specialty. OUTDOOR ADVENTURE WEEK is sponsored by ISSUES & FORUMS COMMITTEE at the University of Idaho and the U of I OUTDOOR PROGRAM.

In cooperation with those speakers coming, the University of Idaho Outdoor Program is hosting a conference "Quest for Adventure," and some ten colleges and universities from all over the West are coming to hear the speakers, and discuss the common and mutual problems involved in running programs of this type, as well as getting a new program started and underway in a college or school where presently there is none.

On Tuesday, Feb. 25 at 8 p.m., John Roskelley of Spokane will lecture and show a slide show of the successful ascent of North Face of Eiger Mountain in Switzerland in 1974. This was the first all American team to make the summit.

On Thursday, Feb. 27th, internationally known mountaineer Bill March from Scotland, will talk of his many ascents around the world, in particular Ice Climbing in Scotland.

SHOULD YOU BE SKIING AT SILVERHORN

1. Washington's Birthday
   A special February 17th opening in honor of George.
   Cola powder your wig then.

2. Silver Jubilee
   Register for a free silver bar to be given away each Sunday between now and season's end.

3. Wayne Wong
   Ski with one of the nation's top hot dogs during a March 16th encore visit to Silverhorn.

4. University Days
   A special $4.50 per day lift ticket plus extra activities on March 25-30.
   *With valid university I.D. card
Still hoping for an early spring?  
Don't hold your breath!

To make the best of the white stuff lying around, the ASUI and Recreation Club have joined forces and are launching an attack against the winter blahs.

Hence the Unlympics!

The Unlympics are for those who have absolutely no coordination and even for those who do.

Come and enjoy the thrill of victory and the agony of defeat on February 22.

The festivities begin at 10 a.m. in the Blue Bucket with a Flapjack & Sausage Breakfast for only 97¢. Opening ceremonies start at 12:30 at the ASUI Golf Course...

(The Unlympic Stadium)

Individuals compete for themselves and their living groups in such events as, cross-country skiing, tobogganing, tubing, ski jumping, keg throw, snowshoe races ....... and more!

And for those of you who are still mobile, there will be a Snow Ball in the Dipper. With a day like that who needs spring?

Make your winter memories with us.

You can sign up at the SUB Information Desk or in the Program Office.

If ain't much, baby, but it's all we've got.

Co-sponsored by the UI Recreation Club and the ASUI Program Department.
Metal ski revolutionized skiing

Ski equipment, both downhill and cross country, has come a long way since the days of barrel shape skis and broom handle poles.

Wood skis, leather boots and bamboo poles were standard gear on the slopes just ten years ago, but American technology and knowhow caught up with the ski industry. A revolution hit the ski world when Howard Head, a Maryland aeronautical engineer perfected the metal ski. Soon afterward, Ed Scott of Idaho's own Sun Valley invented the metal ski pole, which is still the standard that all others look forward to imitating.

Other companies saw what Head was doing to their market and began inventing themselves. Kneissl began experimenting with a combination of fiberglass and steel in 1963. Hexcel broke through a few years ago with a honey-combed metal core ski which weighed only a few pounds. Boots have evolved also. Once leather, everything is now a form of plastic, with 'flexes' built in and built high until half the lower leg is covered with a shell (until you fall, then its plaster).

Head, a Maryland aeronautical engineer perfeccted the metal ski. Soon afterward, Ed Scott of Idaho's own Sun Valley invented the metal ski pole, which is still the standard that all others look forward to imitating.

Cross-country skis have also changed. A form of transportation in winter Scandinavia for hundreds of years, the basic ski was birch or hickory. As laminations and wood-working techniques progressed, a manufacturer, at home or in a plant, could combine characteristics of wood to local conditions. The world of plastics have now come to touring.

Spearheaded once again by Americans, synthetic materials are being used to the most traditional of winter sports. Racers have been the test market for plastic skis, and results have been dramatic. A few more seasons of results, and the average skier will probably be strolling all over the landscape.

Golf rates increased

Presently, 15 to 20 per cent of the student body uses the golf course regularly and perhaps 70 per cent of the student body will at some time use it, Snyder said. With the present budget, the golf course is just breaking even, according to Snyder.

"It has always been my goal to give the student the greatest possible use of the course for the least possible amount of money," he said. "I believe we have done just that," he said.

Weber St. wins

Continuing its losing ways on the road, the Vandal basketball team lost Thursday night to the Weber State Wildcats 82-71. Henry Harris attained a personal record as he made his most points ever in a college game, dropping in 30 points from the field.

Intramural basketball set for women

The University of Idaho women's intramural basketball tournament is in its third week of competition with the Off Campus 2 team and Pi Beta Phi leading their leagues.

Consisting of 16 teams, in round robin tournament is divided into two leagues of eight teams each. Each team plays every other team in its league and the winner of league one will play the winner of league two for the championship game, played after spring break. The second place teams of each league will compete for third and fourth place in the championship finals.

Current team standings as of Tuesday are:

LEAGUE 1 W/L
Off Campus 2 4-0
Delta Gamma 3-1
Delta Delta Delta 2-1
Law Students 2-2
French Hall 1-1
Olewn Hall 1-2
Kappa Kappa Gamma 1-3
Gamma Phi Beta 0-2

LEAGUE 2 W/L
Pi Beta Phi 3-0
Houston Hall 2-0
Hays Hall 2-1
Alpha Phi 1-1
McCoy Hall 1-1
Forney Hall 1-2
Campbell Hall 0-2
Off Campus 1 0-3

Election issue planned

All the candidates and all the issues will be featured in next Friday's Argonaut in a special section on this year's ASUI election.

Candidates have been invited to submit statements outlining their platforms and to have their pictures taken, Editor Kenton Bird said.

The Argonaut office, located in the basement of the SUB, will be open from 1 to 5 next Tuesday and Wednesday for pictures of candidates. Statements may also be submitted at that time, Bird said.

All statements must be received by the Argonaut before 10 a.m. next Thursday in order to be included in Friday's paper, he said.

Statements by presidential and vice presidential candidates are limited to 500 words and will be cut at the end of the sentence nearest 500 words. Senate and Faculty Council candidates' platforms should be 250 words or less and will be cut at the end of the sentence nearest 250 words.

Statements by all office-seekers should be typewritten and double-spaced.

OLIN, HEXCEL, VOLKL

OLIN MARK I'S 30% OFF
Regular $160. Now $112.

OLIN MARK II'S 40% OFF
Regular $195 now $117

OLIN MARK III'S 25% OFF
Regular $185 now $139

ALL HEXCELS 25% OFF

ALL VOLKLS 25% OFF

NORTHEASTERN
Vandals face fourth ranked NAU

Fresh off last night’s battle with Weber State the Vandals will be trekking to the Lumberjack Fieldhouse to tangle with Northern Arizona, Saturday night.

Having dropped two Big Sky contests last weekend, NAU is in a three way tie for fourth in the conference and only one game above the Vandals. The Lumberjacks who lost to Idaho State and Boise State last week, are tied with Gonzaga and Montana State for fourth in Big Sky standings.

After last week’s vacation the Vandals and Weber State were tied for the league cellar, but that was changed last night. Northern Arizona boasts a 5-11 senior guard, Nate Payne, who was named Big Sky player of the week this week. Payne hit 12 of 17 shots against Boise State for 34 points and was good for 12 points against Idaho State. Payne now has 1,095 career points and has been hitting better than 50 per cent from the floor in his last six games.

The Vandals have a match for the hot shot though, Steve West. West, who was cold last weekend is due for a scoring streak and the Lumberjacks could have trouble containing him.

Weist, who is only a junior, already has 906 career points and is averaging 16.6 per game. Henry Harris ranks among the conference scoring leaders at 18.9 a clip. These Vandals shooting stars are the team backbone and will have to click to win.

The leading lumberjack rebounder, 6-5 Tom DeBerry is also second leading scorer for his squad, averaging 14.6 points a game. David Hilmun 6-5 forward is third with a 13.7 average.

At center it should be an even match up between Vandal Roger Davis who stands 6-9 the same as NAU’s sophomore center Jeff Spencer. Idaho may have the edge here though as Davis leads the squad in rebounding pulling in 9.3 a game and has 8.1 point per game record. Spencer averages 3.7 rebounds a game and has a 4.2 percent game scoring average.

The game is a toss up, but playing in Lumberjack Fieldhouse at Flagstaff could make the Vandals job rather tough. Its a must win for Idaho, but punching out of the cellar is never easy.

Tough competition at Unlympics

Spanning the globe, in search of the world’s great sporting events, the ASUI brings to you the UNLYMPICS!!! Throng will fill the ASUI Unlympic Stadium (ASUI Golf Course) to watch as athletes from all over the campus lock in mortal competition on Saturday, Feb. 22.

Competitions include such death defying sports as cross-country skiing, toboganning, tubbing, ski jumping, keg throwing, snow shoe races, and much more!!!

Living groups may field as many teams as desired in each event. Trophies will be awarded for the first three places in each event. An Unlympic traveling trophy will be awarded to the living group accumulating the most points.

To top off the day there will be a Snow Ball (dance) in the Dipper. With a day like that who needs spring?

Make your winter memories with the UNLYMPICS!!! You can sign up at the SUB Information Desk or in the Program Office.

Scholarships offered for women athletes

Women’s Health Education Building. All forms must be completed and submitted no later than March 15, 1975.

McConnell Hall independent champions

It was a see-saw battle down to the last few minutes, but size and superior board play finally enabled McConnell Hall 2 to overcome Lindley Hall, 42-35, in the battle for the independent basketball championship game.

Following the championship till last Tuesday night, TMA 26 was able to muster a fourth quarter push to sink past TMA 1, 58-53, and claim third place.

In Greek action the Beta Theta Pi squad will face the Alpha Tau Omega team for the Greek title, unless there is an upset along the way. Tuesday, Feb. 18 the Greek championship will be decided in Memorial Gym, with the winner to face McConnell 2 for the overall ‘A’ league championship.

Extra Bowling Balls left in the SUB Game Room are going to get rolled away

Anyone storing personal bowling balls behind the game room desk should claim them before Feb. 21.

KIM SMITH is an idealist.
He wants to make the ASUI Senate something you can believe in.

Believe in KIM SMITH for ASUI Senate.

ARCTIC CIRCLE
Where there’s a special every day of the week

March 1-- You won’t get any Valentines, but you’ll get your yearbook.

It’s the last day to order your ‘75 Gem of the Mountains
Visit the SUB Information Desk to reserve your yearbook.

Extra copies will not be available next year.
Recycling center needs help

By DOUG CARR
of the Argonaut staff

Want to do your share to help clean up the environment? Then truck on over to the Recycling Center on the first and second Saturdays in March. The Recycling Center is currently losing about $150 a month, and most of this loss comes from labor costs. The Center wouldn’t be losing money now, according to Ron Hanson, an employee there, but the market on many recyclable items has diminished. For example, the high quality paper market has nearly dried up, tin and glass barely pay the cost of processing, and the cardboard market has become a losing proposition.

Hanson noted that the center handles annually approximately 260 tons of newspaper, 9 tons of quality paper, 18 tons of tin, 24 tons of glass and 3 1/2 tons of aluminum. Despite this service to the environment, he noted that many people seem to think that the center is a place for refuse, including dead birds. He stated that: “The Recycling Center is not an alternative landfill.”

Hanson explained some of the ways people can help, such as cleaning and removing labels from tin cans, keeping all lids separated together in one can, and separating aluminum cans from other cans. Also it would help if people would keep all wires together, and if people would bundle the newspapers they bring.

Contrary to a rumor that has been circulating, Hanson said that the Center is still accepting items for processing, but it is hoped that people will first collect items in quantity and bringing them in sorted. Hanson said that one of the major problems of the Center was that the staff spent most of its time sorting items that have been donated. At this point in the interview he pulled a tennis shoe out of a trash can which had been picked up from a dormitory.

Hanson noted that the Lewiston Recycling Center has received $51,000 from the City of Lewiston to aid in the financing of expansion. In contrast, the Moscow Recycling Center asked the City of Moscow for $8,000 to expand its unheated warehouse. The request was denied.

However, the university has arranged to split profits on a 60-40 basis on the processing of computer print-out paper. With its recent financial losses, the Center has been unable to pay the university, but the university has continued turning the paper over.

The Recycling Center is asking for volunteers to help them sort out back-logged material on the first and second Saturdays in March. In addition, two dances are being planned to take place later this Spring. For further information on volunteering to help out at the Center, call 882-0590.

$325.00 now buys a music system which sounds truly wonderful.

If you want a stereo system with absolutely convincing sound, but don’t have a lot of money to put into it, our Advent/2, Kenwood, Garrard, Pickering system is worth investigating.

The Advent/2 is the most satisfying low-cost loudspeaker available. It has wider range, higher efficiency and greater power-handling ability than any other system in its price class, and its overall sound quality is closer to that of the best speakers.

The high and low frequency drivers in the Advent/2 are of a quality and cost usually associated with speakers of twice the price. (The magnetic structure in the Advent/2 is as massive as that of the original Advent loudspeaker.) The cabinet is of warm-white melamine plastic, with rounded corners and an aluminum grille. It looks very much at home in a home.

The Garrard 43m does all it is supposed to do — without the clunking and bumping that so often attends an inexpensive changer. It comes with a dust cover, base, and a Pickering V15 magnetic cartridge with a diamond stylus. (Its gentle over-running mechanism will take good care of your records.)

The price of the individual components is $400.00; we offer you the complete system for $325.00. Come in and listen; we think you’ll be impressed. We are.

Garrard

Pickering

Kenwood

Advent

Sterocraft

S. 306 Grand
Pullman
567-5922

SPRUCE TAVERN
Friday Pitchers - 2 for 1
11:00 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Saturday 25c off Pitchers
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
FREE POOL 2-5 p.m.

What Warnick Stands For...

David Warnick stands for student decisions on student services. If students really desire a service, they will be willing to pay for it. And when we pay for it, we should have some say in how it is run.

He stands for student voice in academic decisions. Students should at least be listened to when evaluating instructors and making suggestions about the curriculum.

Warnick stands for increasing the availability and quality of University of Idaho education.

And Warnick Won’t Stand For

Warnick WON’T stand for deception by some university administrators.

Warnick WON’T stand for student officials who want to play games instead of taking responsibility.

Warnick Stands With You

(paid for by the Warnick Coalition, Margaret Sue Mann, Chairperson; and Nikki Newell, Treasurer.)
“YES, AMERICA, FRED WARING IS ALIVE
 AND MAKING MUSIC!”

An Evening of
Unforgettable Entertainment
Featuring The Young Pennsylvanians,
WSU Performing Arts Calendar
Sunday March 2... 8:00 PM
Tickets... Non-Student: $5.00
Student: $4.00
Tickets on sale now; ALL SEATS RESERVED.
Phone Orders Call 335-3525

7:30 and 9-45 shows $1.50
All Other Shows $1.00

The Micro •

The Micro • Moviehouse
230 West 3rd - Moscow - 882-2499

ACROSS
7. “I’m in the mood for ________.”
8. A seductive temptress from the Bible, she was Samson’s mistress.
9. The Roman god of love, son of Venus, usually represented as a winged boy.
10. A thick, sweet, syrupy substance; often a term of address.
13. “Dear Valentine, won’t you be ________?”
14. A typical Valentine’s present is a box of ________
16. Arousing sexual feelings or desires; amatory.
21. Cupid’s weapon (3 words)
22. “Don’t sit under the ________ tree with anyone else but me.”
23. “Blow in my ________ and I’ll follow you anywhere.”
24. A slang word for “kiss”.
25. To squeeze tightly, as a bear does.
29. To touch one another lightly, as billiard balls.
31. An Italian adventurer of the 18th century, noted for his amorous affairs.
32. A good Valentine’s present would be a copy of “Everything you always wanted to know about love ________ but were afraid to ask.”
33. Attention lonely hearts! You can buy boxes of fresh ________ at any supermarket.
34. “Hello, young ________ wherever you are.”

DOWN
1. Famous lover of the silent screen, ________ Valentino.
2. A slang term meaning to kiss and caress, etc., as lovers, is ________ out.
4. The sexual urge or instinct; in psychoanalysis, a basic form of psychic energy.
5. If Valentino misbehaves, God might look down and say, “That’s a ________” (1 word twice)
6. Traditional Valentine’s color.
9. “How do I love thee? Let me ________.” (3 words)
10. Legendary Spanish nobleman and seducer of women (2 words)
11. A muscular organ in a vertebrate animal, usually thought of as the source of emotions.
12. The Greek god of love, son of Aphrodite.
17. ________ up a little closer.”
18. “When the moon hits your eye like a big piece of pie, that’s ________.”
19. “ ________ in the name of love.”
20. “Let me call you ________ in love with you.”
25. Although Italians, Frenchmen, and Spaniards are thought of as great lovers, it is only coincidence that their languages are classified as ________ languages.
27. You carve your initials on the oak ________ tree.
28. A man’s house slipper with elastic in the sides, or, the son of a Montague.
30. You could send your sweetheart one dozen of these, long-stemmed.
32. A loud sound you make with your lips.

THE BIG STORE

RESEARCH

Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page, mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00 to cover postage and handling. Please allow 1 to 2 days.

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
1941 WILSHIRE BLD., SUITE 211
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-5493

The Big Store •
The MARK BROTHERS take over a department store and present various commodities in a variety of amusing situations. This is the story of the 1914 performance of the famous minstrel show, "The Legend of Sleepy Hollow," with Bob Hope and Bing Crosby. Rated R

THE VIRGIN AND THE GYPSY •

The Virgin and The Gypsy

The Virgin and The Gypsy

The Virgin and The Gypsy

The Virgin and The Gypsy
Warnick named to regents advisory board

ASUI presidential candidate, David Warnick, has become the first student to be appointed to the Board of Regents Advisory Board.

"I imagine the advisory board will have much influence on the regents," said Warnick. "This is possibly the first step in getting a student on a regent-level budget hearing board."

Asked about the possibility of a student regent, Warnick said the chances now are "remote," but it is possible in the future, "depending partly on my performance as an advisor."

Warnick said he didn't know why he was selected, but explained why someone from the U was picked. "We were only university not represented on the advisory council. The other Idaho universities are each represented by their presidents."

The advisory board's function is to give recommendations on policy to the regents.
Faculty council race underway

The race for positions as Faculty Council representatives has finally started to shape up. Two ASUI senators originally considering running for reelection to the senate have decided to run for Faculty Council positions.

Greg Casey, an ASUI senator and vice-presidential candidate in 1973, took out petitions for the one-year position. Also vying for the one-year position is Scott Hanford, former ASUI director of photography.

The graduate position on Faculty Council will be elected by the ASUI student body. The position was formerly filled by the ASUI, but due to the lack of graduate concern, the ASUI was forced to ask the Faculty Council if they could fill the position. The Faculty Council granted permission and the position is now open to the electorate at large.

Grant Burgess, also an ASUI senator, is now running for the graduate position and at this time remains unopposed.

Mike Rush, candidate for the 2-year faculty council position, remains unopposed.

Crossword answers

ACROSS
1. Valentine
2. Love
3. Dulcia
9. Cupid
11. Candy
12. Erotic
13. Minx
14. Bow and arrow
22. Apple
23. Ear
24. Smooth
26. Hug
29. Kiss
31. Cassanova
32. Sex
33. Class
34. Lovers

DOWN
1. Rudolph
2. Make
4. Libido
5. No
6. Red
9. Count the ways
10. Don Juan
11. Heart
12. Eros
15. Jezebel
17. Cuddle
18. Amore
19. Kiss
20. Sweetheart
21. Romance
22. Oak
23. Romeo
30. Roses
35. Smack

Your roommate has a $2,000 stereo

and four Donny Osmond albums.

You owe yourself an Oly.